Any way to only spin one plate and not catch feelings?
0 upvotes | 27 January, 2019 | by Son_of_Gatsby
Currently spinning 3 plates. I really only like 1 of them, the rest are good for sex and not much more
Because I actually want to focus more on my social circle, i.e. friends, fitness and work it's getting more
and more of a hassle to keep 3 plates spinning.
I'd like to ditch 2 of the plates and keep the last one around as a plate with no intention of LTRing any
time soon. Maybe I'd go out to game from time to time not to get rusty, but I don't want to have to meet
up with the other plates. I feel like it's a waste of time; I'd rather devote my time elsewhere
Is this a recipe for catching oneitis? Or is this doable? I know this beta stuff creeps up on you without you
knowing about it, so I wanna be careful not to fall for it
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Comments
jakethesnake5000 • 1 point • 27 January, 2019 04:33 PM

Give them less of your non sexual attention and only sexual attention. This isn’t that hard man
[deleted] • 0 points • 27 January, 2019 04:52 PM

Plate spinning metaphor doesnt make sense if it's just one plate. She is either an LTR or FWB at that point
vandaalen • 0 points • 27 January, 2019 05:01 PM

There is no "one plate". If you are fucking solely one woman, you are in an exclusive relationship by definition.
Stop trying to rationalize your laziness away. Fucking a plate takes 1,5h at the very max and you are supposed to
see them no more than once a week anyways. I have had "dates" of 30 minutes and less with plates.
Three plates will not interfere with gym or social circles at all.
Also stick to Pook's rule to "always keep two in the kitty.
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